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Magnetic resonance imaging of the posterior
cruciate ligament
Clinical use to improve diagnostic accuracy

MICHAEL L. GROSS,*&dagger; MD, JASWINDER S. GROVER,&Dagger; MD,
LAWRENCE W. BASSETT,&Dagger; MD, LEANNE L. SEEGER,&Dagger; MD, AND

GERALD A. M. FINERMAN,* MD

From the *Division of Orthopaedic Surgery and the &Dagger;Department of Radiological Sciences,
University of California, Los Angeles, California

ABSTRACT

This study was undertaken to determine the accuracy
of magnetic resonance image scanning in detecting
posterior cruciate ligament injury, and to determine
those clinical situations where it can add the most useful
information. A retrospective study was conducted on
201 patients who underwent surgery after magnetic
resonance scanning of their knees. Two additional pa-
tients who did not have surgery but had clinical findings
grossly positive for posterior cruciate ligament injury
were included in the analysis of magnetic resonance
imaging accuracy. In all, there were 190 intact and 13
torn posterior cruciate ligaments. In a review of the
clinical findings in the 11 patients with surgically docu-
mented tears, we found that all 11 had positive mag-
netic resonance scans. In 4 of the 11, magnetic reso-
nance imaging provided especially useful information
regarding the status of the ligament. For the 190 normal
ligaments, there were no false-positive scans; for the
13 torn ligaments, there were no false-negative scans.
Therefore, specificity and sensitivity estimates for this
group were both 100%.

Magnetic resonance imaging proved to be an accu-
rate modality for evaluating the integrity of the posterior
cruciate ligament. If used in the proper setting, it can

provide useful information for diagnosing posterior cru-
ciate ligament injuries.

The number of injuries to the PCL has increased over the
past several years. 6,7 At the same time, the literature has

reflected a growing awareness of the role played by the PCL
in knee stability.’ Hughston et a1,l5 stressed the importance
of the PCL as the prime stabilizer of the knee joint and
emphasized that it serves as the central axis about which
normal and abnormal rotations occur. Butler et al.5 reported
that the PCL contributed 95% of the total restraint to

displacement of the tibia.
While an accurate, early diagnosis is imperative for effec-

tive treatment of the PCL disruption, it is not easily arrived
at soon after injury.l,3,6-lO,14-16, 19 Pain, swelling, or protective
muscle spasm may make physical examination difficult and
delay diagnosis. Furthermore, no single finding on physical
examination has been identified as 100% diagnostic for PCL
tears.l,12,19,22,24 Consequently, patients with PCL injury may
present with a lack of convincing physical findings.

Although the treatment of acute isolated injuries of the
PCL remains controversial, the recent trend toward early
surgical intervention underscores the need for a reliable,
reproducible method of evaluation. 2,11 In knees with multiple
ligament injuries, failure to recognize acute disruptions of
the PCL leads to inappropriate treatment and disappointing
results.’,’,’, 11,11,16 Unless the surgeon is alerted to the possi-
bility of a PCL injury, it may be overlooked intraoperatively
since this ligament lies invested in synovium, which may
need to be opened for adequate visualization. Thus, for

patients with multiple ligament injuries who sometimes
present with confusing physical findings, a diagnostic test
with a high level of specificity would be useful.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is well established in
the literature as an important adjunct to the proper diag-
nosis and treatment of soft tissue injuries in the
knee.4,17.20,21,23 While studies have indicated that the PCL
can be visualized on MRI scans, none of them have included

t Address correspondence and reprnt requests to Michael L Gross, MD,
Orthopaedic and Sports Medicme Associates, 440 Old Hook Road, Emerson,
NJ 07630
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enough positive and negative findings to estimate the accu-
racy of MRI scans in detecting injury to the PCL with much
precision.
The purpose of this study was twofold: 1) to assess the

accuracy of MRI in detecting injury to the PCL, and 2) to
determine the appropriate role of MRI in the evaluation of
a patient with a suspected PCL injury. In this report, we
present a clinical grading scheme useful for evaluating the
appearance of the PCL on MRI scans. We also describe the
normal appearance of the PCL on MRI and identify ana-
tomic factors that can produce variations in its appearance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We conducted a retrospective review of the medical records,
MRI scans, and surgical findings of 203 knees with regard
to the PCL. The review included 201 consecutive patients
who underwent MRI scanning and had subsequent arthros-
copy or arthrotomy and 2 patients who had grossly positive
physical findings, but who were not operated on because of
other medical problems. We used consecutive patients,
rather than only those with suspected PCL injury, to pro-
duce a more valid sample. In total, 190 intact and 13 torn
ligaments were studied.
We recorded the following data from the medical records:

1) presenting history, including chief complaints and mech-
anism of injury; and 2) presence or absence of significant
physical findings referable to the PCL. The latter included
effusion, ecchymosis, AP instability, positive posterior
drawer test, posterior sag, and varus/valgus instability in
full extension. An assessment of the clinical impression
before MRI scanning was recorded from the medical record
when available, or by questioning the treating physician
directly.

Examinations by MRI were performed with the patient
in the supine position with the knee in 0° to 15° of flexion
and 20° of external rotation. A 0.3 tesla magnet and a
solenoid surface coil in the popliteal fossa were used to
produce T1-weighted images in the sagittal plane with 5-
mm slices at 5-mm intervals. The PCL was well visualized
in all 203 cases.
One radiologist, who was unaware of the presenting diag-

nosis, reviewed all MRI scans and recorded the appearance
of the PCL as either intact or torn. Magnetic resonance
scans were considered positive for a tear in the PCL when
the normally large, low-intensity band that represents this
ligament was seen to be discontinuous (Fig. 1). Ligaments
with internal areas of increased signal, but whose borders
remained continuous, were judged as intact (Fig. 2). The
presence of an abnormal signal was noted separately. Intact
ligaments were further subdivided into three groups: arcuate,
U-shaped, and kinked (Fig. 3).

Visualization of the PCL at surgery was used as the
standard for comparison of findings. While surgery was
usually performed for reasons unrelated to the PCL, in all
cases the ligament was well visualized at surgery and probed
when necessary to evaluate its integrity. In the two patients

Figure 1. A, MRI of intact PCL. B, MRI of torn PCL.

who did not undergo surgery, but whose MRI scans identi-
fied PCL disruptions, physical examination was used to
confirm the MRI findings.
We defined sensitivity as the number of correct positive

MRI results divided by the total number of positive results
(torn ligaments) found at surgery. Specificity was defined as
the number of correct negative MRI results divided by the
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Figure 2. Area of increased signal within PCL, but ligament
judged as intact.

total number of negative results (intact ligaments) found at
surgery. We used the sensitivity to calculate the positive
predictive value and specificity to calculate the negative
predictive value. We defined accuracy as the sum of correct
positive MRI results and correct negative MRI results di-
vided by the total number of MRI scans.

RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the results of MRI scanning and surgical
observation of the PCL. An intact PCL was identified on
190 MRI scans. In two of the 190, the scan indicated an area
of increased signal intensity within the ligament, but its
borders were judged to be intact. In all 190 cases, the

ligament was found to be undamaged at surgery. Thus, of
the 190 intact ligaments scanned, all were correctly identi-
fied on MRI, resulting in both a specificity estimate and
negative predictive value of 100%.
Normal ligaments were subdivided into three groups based

on their appearance on MRI scans: arcuate (88.2%), kinked
(7.8%), or U-shaped (4.0%). This classification of ligament
appearance did not correlate with any morphologic charac-
teristics of the ligament found at surgery or with injury
found in other structures in the knee.

In 13 cases, MRI scans were interpreted as positive for a
tear in the PCL. These findings, confirmed at surgery in 11
patients and on physical examination in the 2 who did not
undergo surgery, yielded a sensitivity and positive predictive
value of 100%. The accuracy of MRI scanning in this study,
therefore, was 100%. The 95% confidence levels were cal-

Figure 3. Variations in the normal appearance of the PCL. A,
arcuate; B, U-shaped; C, kinked.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of MRI and surgical results in evaluation
of PCL tears

° Two cases confirmed by physical examination alone.

culated for specificity and sensitivity and found to be [0.98,
1.00] and [0.75, 1.00], respectively.
Table 2 presents the results of the clinical observations

and MRI scanning of the 11 patients with surgically docu-
mented tears of the PCL. These patients are divided into
three groups based on clinical suspicion: positive, equivocal,
and negative. In 7 of the 11, history and physical examina-
tion alone were enough to correctly identify PCL tears; AP
instability was detected and correctly attributed to PCL
disruption. In the remaining 4 cases, the diagnosis based on
clinical grounds alone was either equivocal or incorrect. Two
of the 4 had multiple ligament injuries where PCL disruption
was suspected. In both cases, AP instability was detected,
but its source could not be identified, nor was posterior sag
noted. The MRI scan, however, indicated a torn PCL, which
was eventually confirmed at surgery. A third case presented
with increased AP excursion and a hemarthrosis that was
attributed to an acute ACL disruption. The MRI scan iden-
tified an intact ACL and a torn PCL, findings that were
confirmed at surgery. A fourth case presented with a physical
examination suggestive of a meniscal tear, with no findings
related to the PCL. However, the MRI scan clearly identified
a disruption in the PCL, a finding that was later documented
at arthroscopy (Fig. 4). In summary, MRI was able to

correctly identify PCL tears in the 4 patients with either
equivocal or incorrect preliminary diagnoses.

DISCUSSION

Magnetic resonance imaging, used to evaluate injury to the
ACL and lateral and medial menisci, holds promise as a
diagnostic tool for tears of the PCL as well. In fact, evalua-

tion of the PCL should yield better results than the ACL
since it is more consistently visualized and minor degrees of
rotation have less of an effect. Indeed, previous studies that
reported consistently high levels of accuracy for MRI of both
the ACL and the menisci,4.17,20.21,21 have also demonstrated
that this technology has an excellent capacity to visualize
the PCL.

In the present study, values of 100% were estimated for
sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive val-
ues, and accuracy. We reported this previously in the ra-
diology literature.1’3 Here we have expanded our analysis to
evaluate the implications of this data in the clinical setting.
To evaluate the validity of these findings, 95% confidence
intervals for sensitivity and specificity were calculated. The
values calculated reflect the small number of surgically
proven tears of the PCL in this study. What can be gathered
from the data, however, is a high level of confidence when a
positive result is reported from MRI. Although the data do
not rule out the possibility of false-negative results, they
show that a negative result will probably be correct in at
least 75% of cases, and perhaps as high as 100%.
We attempted to eliminate as much of the selection bias

as possible by using consecutively scanned patients who had
surgery, rather than only those referred with suspected PCL
tears. The study did not address the accuracy of clinical
findings in those patients who did not have MRI scans
because its sole purpose was to determine the accuracy of
MRI in detecting injuries to the PCL and to ascertain the
best use of this data in the clinical setting. The true value
of a diagnostic test in the clinical setting is determined by
how it contributes to the decision making process.

Indeed, it is important to realize that MRI will prove most
useful in specific clinical situations. For the patient who has
a strong positive history combined with positive physical
findings, MRI evaluation is not likely to contribute signifi-
cant information regarding the PCL. When the clinical

impression concerning the PCL is equivocal, either due to a
disparity between the presenting history and physical find-
ings or because of an incomplete or confusing examination,
MRI can provide useful and accurate additional information
about the status of this ligament. In rare cases, MRI may
prove useful when there is no suspicion that a PCL injury ’

exists, but a scan is obtained for other reasons. If the scan

TABLE 2
Results of clinical findmgs and MRI scans in surgically proven PCL tears (N = 11)
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Figure 4. Patient with negative history and physical findings
but with MRI correctly identifying a tear in his PCL. A, note
the lack of swelling or posterior sag in right knee. B, arthro-
scopic view of PCL showing complete disruption.

indicates an injury to the PCL, the patient should be reas-
sessed in light of the new information supplied by the MRI,
with its high degree of reliability. The exact significance of
areas of increased intensity within the ligament remains
unclear. No corresponding changes could be found in the
ligament on direct visualization. The areas of increased
intensity are probably caused by intraligamentous hemor-
rhage or edema. Studies by Kennedy et aUs have demon-
strated that injury to the microstructure of the ligament will
occur before there is any apparent damage of direct visuali-

zation. No classification system for PCL appearance on MRI

currently exists. We suggest the following grading scale: 0,
continuous low-intensity signal corresponding to the normal
PCL; I, areas of increased signal within the ligament but
with the borders intact; II, area of increased signal with one
border intact; and III, complete disruption of the ligament.
Grade I images probably correspond to ligaments with in-
ternal injury, Grade II to partial tears, and Grade III to
complete tears. The clinical significance of Grade I and II
injuries requires further study.
While the normal PCL most commonly appears as a

smooth arc on MRI scans, variations in shape do not nec-
essarily indicate injury. Both U-shaped and kinked variants
have been identified. In this study, neither has been associ-
ated with tears or damage to the PCL or in other parts of
the knee.
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